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The name’s Valentine, Brody Valentine, and I’m back with my fourth case. The sixth graders of
Buchanan School are on a trip to the mall to watch our award winning show choir perform in the
food court. Sounds like a pretty sweet gig, right? Not when there’s danger lurking in the
background. Someone’s decided to use this trip to string along the last members of Glitch by
forcing us on a wild selfie chase, but as it turns out, that was just the tip of the iceberg. Now, one
of the best days of the school year is in danger of becoming one of the worst. If I want to keep
Glitch alive, I’ve gotta try and solve this case before the show choir takes the stage, but in a case
with more twists than a pretzel, things might knot work out for anyone… and they might feel a
little salty… and these puns are kind of cinnamon crunchy… wait, that last one didn’t
work.Secret Agent 6th Grader 4: Selfies Are Forever is a hilarious adventure for children ages
9-12.

Over 2,000 five-star reviews on Ebook Library and Goodreads!What readers are saying: "Great
for kids, entertaining for grownups!" "Awesome to read with kids!" "My 9 year old boy couldn't
put it down and now wants the whole series!" "My great grandson received three Secret Agent
books and loved them all!" "The story was perfect for an 11-year-old boy!" "My 10 year old
granddaughter devoured this book!" "My 5th grader loves this book!"
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Secret Agent 6th Grader 4:Selfies Are ForeverBy Marcus Emersonand Noah ChildText copyright
© 2014 by Emerson Publishing House.Illustrations copyright © David Lee. All Rights
Reserved.This one’s for Olivia…This book is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and
incidents are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to
actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is coincidental.All Rights Reserved. In
accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing
of any part of this book without the permission of the publisher is unlawful piracy and theft of the
author’s intellectual property. Thank you for your support of the author’s rights.Emerson
Publishing HouseBe sure to check out the previews for these other hilarious Marcus Emerson
books at the end of this book!So there I was… holding a water balloon filled with onion-baked
beans while a bunch of kids wearing heavy robes watched to see what I was going to do
next.My ankles felt weaker with every second that ticked by.Hey, if there was a way to buff up my
ankles, I’d sign up in a heartbeat, but there’s not, so I can’t! Until I make a “6 Minute Ankles”
workout video, I’ll just have to live with my curse.“Earth to Brody!” Maddie said, super annoyed.
“Get your head back in the game!”“Yeah, dude!” the other Maddie said. “Quit spacing out!”Oh,
right, there was also that –two different Maddies were standing in front of me.If you think you’re
confused, imagine how I felt.I shook my head, looking back and forth between the two identical,
blonde-haired girls with purple fabric draped across their shoulders.There were only slight
differences between them, like one of them had a small mole on her cheekbone and the other
didn’t, but I had no idea if the real Maddie had a mole there or not!“Get on with it, Brody!” Maddie
on the right commanded. “Time’s running out! Most of the show choir’s on the stage right now,
and if we don’t get out there, then those kids are completely flooped!”“I know!” my voice cracked,
making it obvious that I had no clue what to do.“Soak her with the beans already!” the Maddie on
the right continued.The Maddie on the left made a face so angry that it scared me. “Don’t you
dare do it! Soak her!” she said, tilting her head at the other girl.“I swear to the ghost of James
Buchanan himself,” Maddie on the right said, “If you pitch that balloon of beans at me, you’ll
regret it for the rest of your life.”That kind of sounded like my Maddie.“Ditto!” Maddie on the left
said.Ugh…“Will the real Maddie please step forward?” I asked, half-jokingly.Both of the girls took
one step forward, and they both had the exact same “annoyed-to-play-this-game” look on their
faces.I lifted the baked bean balloon, darting my eyes between both of the blonde girls standing
in front of me.“I’m the real Maddie!” Maddie on the left said with a tremble. It almost sounded like
she was going to start crying. “Brody, listen to me. It’s me, your Maddie. Remember all the good
times we’ve had? Remember all the funny things we’ve said to each other?”“OMG,” Maddie on
the right said. “Seriously, Brody, I’m the real Maddie and this is really starting to get on my
nerves! The fact that you can’t tell us apart is a little disappointing!”Finally, I had an idea. I looked
at the Maddie on the right, who was clearly more upset than the other girl. “If you’re the real
Maddie, then tell me – what was the first thing you said to me when we met?”The girl clenched



her fists as her face turned red. “Like I can even remember something like that!” she said through
her teeth, and then she turned the question around on me. “What did you say to me when we
first met?”I sighed, nodding. “Touché.”The Maddie on the left took another step toward me. Her
eyes sparkled with what looked like tears. “Brody,” she said again, softly. “Please… please don’t
do this. Don’t make a mistake. Okay? We’ve come so far as friends… please… do the right
thing.”“The right thing?” the other Maddie said. “You mean by popping that balloon on me?”The
Maddie on the left didn’t break eye contact. She took another step in my direction, reaching her
hands out for me to take.I tried to back up, but the kids behind me kept me from moving in that
direction. All this trouble simply because I didn’t want Glitch to fall apart.“Please,” the Maddie
closest to me pleaded again, her eyes twinkling. “Give me that baked bean balloon.”And then, as
if the planet screeched to a stop, I knew exactly what I had to do. It was so obvious that I almost
felt like a noob…My name is Brody Valentine, and I’m a secret agent.That morning was probably
one of the best mornings I’d ever had at Buchanan School. The weather was a cool sixty-five
degrees with a strong breeze, which just happened to be my favorite weather because it meant
students got to wear sweat pants during gym class.I like that because sweats are totes cozy…
and they hide my skinny ankles.Classes for the entire first half of the day were void of any kind of
assignments. It was just movies and snacks for the sixth graders of Buchanan.The last half of
the day, all the sixth graders were gonna get bussed to the mall to watch the Buchanan School
show choir do their thing. The parents of the kids in show choir were also going to attend.The
reason was because our sixth grade show choir had recently won the city championships for
having the best performance out of all the other middle schools in the area.It wasn’t exactly a
state championship victory like the high schools get, but for us middle schoolers, it was kind of a
big deal. Well, to the middle schoolers in the show choir, it was. To the rest of the sixth grade
class at Buchanan, well, we were just happy to get a half-day. I can totally see why my dad gets
stoked about half-days at work.Honestly, I didn’t know we had a show choir until Principal Davis
announced their victory. I guess it’s kind of like a singing and dancing chorus group that
sometimes wears costumes.Even if I wanted to be in show choir, I’m not sure my parents would
shell out the cash for it. It’s like two hundred bucks a month because of all the travelling and food
expenses. That’s one thousand eight hundred dollars for the entire year!Yeah, pretty sure my
folks wouldn’t be into that.But it’s cool. Getting a half-day at the mall was good enough for me.It
was almost noon on Friday. Students were to grab some food from the cafeteria, eat their lunch,
and then gather outside to board the buses that were going to drive them to the mall.I was in the
lunch line trying to decide between a piece of pizza or a taco. If I took the pizza, I’d feel full until
dinner. If I took the taco, then I’d be happy, but still hungry… and also burp up tacos for the rest
of the day.Yuck, right? Pizza it was.I set the plate of pizza on my tray and began walking, but
stopped because of the small traffic jam. A girl at the front of the line was leaning against the
dessert table, holding a cell phone high over her head. She pressed her lips together and made
a weird kissy face before snapping a picture.After the photo, she pushed her cell phone back
into her purse, paid for her food, and disappeared into the cafeteria.I got to the cashier and



stared at the keypad so I could punch in my code for lunch. Our school was on an automated
system that didn’t require any cash for our food. Our parents sent the school a check and the
balance was added to our account. All students had to do was punch in their code and that paid
for their lunch.The school still had to put someone behind the register to keep things running
smoothly. That, and some students still paid with cash anyway. The boy in charge was wearing a
tag that said his name was Jesse, and to ask him about their tomatoes.It had only been a week
since the whole “horseshoe” incident with the Soda Jerk and Cob.There’s no need for me to go
too much into detail, but needless to say, Cob is no longer the head of Glitch.Glitch, for those
just joining our program, is the secret agency that recruited me awhile back. At first I thought it
was kind of a joke or just some kind of club that a bunch of bored kids created, but it turns out
the agency is legit, with more secrets than there are hairs on your head… unless you’re bald, in
which case… um, I’m sorry?And Cob was Glitch’s fearless leader, but after a couple of poorly
made decisions, he got booted from the agency. Basically, he tried to give everyone at
Buchanan head lice. I know, right? Not cool.He was a couple places behind me in line at that
moment, and he looked awful. At least as awful as a sixth grader could look. He used to look so
professional, but after losing his position in Glitch, he sorta just let himself go.His clothes looked
smudged and wrinkled, like he had picked them up off the floor of his garage after waking up.
His hair was a hot mess, unkept and greasy. And his glasses were fogged up and crooked on his
face.I couldn’t help but feel sorry for him, even though he tried to give me head lice.Farther
behind Cob was Christopher Moss, AKA Christmas.Christmas was the leader of the rival secret
agency in the school called Suckerpunch. This kid could be considered dangerous.He was what
was known as a “super sixth grader,” which meant that he was held back a year for some reason,
having to repeat the sixth grade. He used to be a member of Glitch, but was dropped when he
started his second year of sixth grade.Because of that, he created his own agency and proudly
bragged about how Suckerpunch only existed to wreak havoc and cause chaos at Buchanan. It
was his own way of getting back at the system.The first time I met Christmas, he offered me a
place in Suckerpunch. I’m proud to say that I politely declined.When I saw him in line, I looked
away before he noticed, hoping he wasn’t looking at me. There was just something about the kid
that got me all nervous inside. I don’t know – maybe I was just afraid of him.And then, sitting
somewhere above Glitch and Suckerpunch was something that Cob called the “powers that be.”
Being new to Glitch, I had no idea what he was talking about, but surprisingly, neither did anyone
else.“Anytime now,” Jesse said, bringing my head back down from the clouds.I glanced over my
shoulder at the other kids waiting impatiently with their lunch trays.“Um,” I said sheepishly.
“Sorry.” Then I tried to make conversation while punching my code into the number pad. “How
‘bout those tomatoes?” I asked.Jesse made a wonky face. “Why would you ask me a question
like that? Do I look like some sort of tomato expert?” he replied, pronouncing the word “tomato”
all weird, like “tah-mah-toe.” Who does that?I stumbled over my words. “Your button… the one on
your apron… it says to ask about your tomatoes.”Jesse glanced down at the button. “Oh, yeah,
that thing. I don’t know anything about our tomatoes. They make us wear these pins when it’s our



turn to volunteer for this stuff.”“Oh,” I said. I guess I wasn’t sure why I expected an actual
response about the tomatoes.The number pad blipped at me, letting me know my food had been
paid for. I picked up my tray, thanked the cashier, and headed out the door to the
cafeteria.Everyone was crazy loud when I stepped foot into the lunchroom, which wasn’t
surprising since we knew we were all going to the mall in less than twenty minutes. Giving kids a
half-day at school was a sure-fire way of getting them all jacked with way too much energy.I
pumped an unhealthy amount of ketchup next to my fries at the condiments table. The way I see
it, there are two types of kids in this world – those who put ketchup next to their fries, and those
who put ketchup on top of their fries.After pumping out about a cup and a half of ketchup, I spun
around and eyeballed the rest of the room, hoping to find a spot with my friends from
Glitch.Before I joined the secret agency, I always sat with Linus, the new leader of the agency.
That was back when I didn’t know anything about Glitch or Suckerpunch or Christmas – back
when things were boring and normal. There was a big part of me that missed those days.Back
then, Linus and I would just sit in the cafeteria and argue about which comic book artist was
better, or share secrets about leveling up faster in whatever video game we were absorbed in at
the time.We don’t spend much time talking like that anymore.After scanning the room like some
sort of robot from outer space, I couldn’t find any of my friends anywhere. And this was after I
made a couple laps around the outside edge of the cafeteria. I’m sure other kids were starting to
notice that I was just walking with my food instead of eating it. If I didn’t take a seat soon,
someone would say something to me for sure.Too bad there weren’t any completely empty
tables. I had to resort to sitting at the end of a table that had some extra room. The other end was
filled with all the cool girls in school. And not just the kind of cool girls, but the super duper
popular ones. The ones who were cheerleaders and clothing models and somehow had
amazing singing voices.One of the girls sitting on the table top leaned back and stared at me.
My presence somehow affected the air around her and she was annoyed.She shot me a quick
smirk, and then leaned forward again, rejoining the conversation her friends were having. Maybe
she wasn’t annoyed after all.I was so caught up with the cool girl that I didn’t even notice the
other girl who had taken a seat right across from me. It was like she materialized out of thin air,
like some kind of creepy spirit ninja or something.It was K-pop, and I was totes relieved to see
her there.K-pop was another member of Glitch who I had only met a week ago. She was trendy,
cute, and had this kind of awesome energy to her that made her, like… electric or something.Her
headphones were hanging on her neck, but still playing her favorite Korean pop music loudly
enough that anyone within three feet could hear it. That was why her nickname was K-pop –
because she was obsessed with Korean pop music.Whenever K-pop was around, I felt a little
shy. I don’t know if it’s because I’m intimidated by her confidence or the way she smiled at
me.“Heyyyyyyy, girrrrrrl,” I said. Yeah. My dumb brain made that come out of my mouth.K-pop’s
eyes narrowed at me, like she was trying to understand a game I wasn’t playing. “Heyyyy….
boyyyyyy?” she said slowly, raising the pitch of her voice at the end so it sounded like she was
asking a question.“Sorry,” I said, stuffing a handful of fries into my mouth, hoping that a mouth



full of fried potato sticks would distract me from saying anything else stupid. “What’s the haps?” I
asked.“Bad things,” K-pop said, leaning closer.I looked over my shoulder at the rest of the sixth
graders making loud noises behind me. “What kind of bad things?”When she didn’t answer, I
looked back… and she was gone.But not creepy-gone this time. She had just gotten up and was
walking to the doors at the side of the cafeteria.On the table in front of me was a small slip of
paper folded in half.Sliding my hand across the cold table, I held my thumb down on the corner
of the paper, and pushed the other side open with my first finger.All it said was, “Backstage.
Now.”I folded the note back up and brought it closer to me. Half of me was worried about what K-
pop wanted me backstage for, but the other half of me was excited and hopeful.You see, since
Cob left Glitch, the agency basically fell apart. Glitch has helped me learn a lot about myself, and
it was beginning to feel like home. The other agents actually felt like part of my family.Linus is a
nice guy, but it was Maddie that really helped me become a better agent. And to be honest,
she’s cool enough in school that she doesn’t need new friends. It’s because of Glitch that
Maddie even spoke to me in the first place.And now that the agency was barely holding on by a
string, I was beginning to worry that the friends I made there would go off and do their own thing,
leaving me all alone.The note K-pop had delivered told me to go backstage. The only stage that
Buchanan School had was at the front of the cafeteria, so it wasn’t like my walk took that
long.After tossing my food in the garbage, I snuck off to the side of the lunchroom to where the
entrance of the stage was. The huge velvet curtain was shut so nobody could see what was
happening behind it.When I rounded the corner and got to the side of the stage, I could see four
other kids standing around a small foldout table arguing about something. The only light was
from a small lamp on the table pointing down and bathing everything in a soft yellow glow.K-pop
was already there with her arms crossed.A boy named Janky was standing next to her, nodding
his head and jabbing his thumb in the air in her direction.Janky and K-pop were best friends, and
he was the newest member of Glitch, even though he said he didn’t want to be a part of it
originally. Guess he changed his mind, but you won’t hear me complain – it means I’m no longer
the noob on the team!Linus, the new leader of Glitch, was moving his hands around like he was
trying to make a point. I couldn’t hear what he was saying, but I could tell he wasn’t happy about
it.And then Maddie was the last behind the table. She was standing with her hands on her hips
staring out into space, listening to everything that Linus said, like she was soaking it in. She also
looked pretty upset.Maddie was one of my newest best friends. She was there on the first day I
had been involved in anything that had to do with Glitch, and she had stuck beside me in every
case I fumbled with. She was really the only reason I had gotten through any of it.She was the
kind of girl who really knew what she was doing, even when she didn’t. Maddie doesn’t wait
around and hope for things to blow over – she takes action and fixes those things instead of
doing nothing.Plus she was super cute and I might or might not have a crush on her.Maddie was
the first to notice me at the side of the dark stage. My heart warmed when we made eye contact,
and I tossed out a smile.“Good of you to finally join us,” Maddie said, annoyed and not smiling.I
guess her heart wasn’t in the same place as mine.“I only got a note, like, a minute ago,” I said,



setting K-pop’s slip of paper on the table that everyone stood around.The only other thing on the
table was Linus’s cell phone.“I texted you,” Maddie huffed.“No, you didn’t,” I said, pulling my
phone from my front pocket. “My phone never—” I stopped talking when I saw that I had fifteen
unread texts between Maddie and Linus. “Whoops.”“That’s fine,” Linus said strongly,
straightening his back. “At least you’re here now. We have a bit of a situation.”“K-pop told me,” I
said, and then added, “Well, she didn’t tell me the situation. She just told me that there was a
situation. Or something bad or whatever. What’s going on?”Secret Agent 6th Grader 4:Selfies
Are ForeverBy Marcus Emersonand Noah ChildText copyright © 2014 by Emerson Publishing
House.Illustrations copyright © David Lee. All Rights Reserved.This one’s for Olivia…This book
is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living
or dead, is coincidental.All Rights Reserved. In accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976,
the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book without the permission
of the publisher is unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s intellectual property. Thank you for
your support of the author’s rights.Emerson Publishing HouseSecret Agent 6th Grader 4:Selfies
Are ForeverBy Marcus Emersonand Noah ChildText copyright © 2014 by Emerson Publishing
House.Illustrations copyright © David Lee. All Rights Reserved.This one’s for Olivia…This book
is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living
or dead, is coincidental.All Rights Reserved. In accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976,
the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book without the permission
of the publisher is unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s intellectual property. Thank you for
your support of the author’s rights.Emerson Publishing HouseBe sure to check out the previews
for these other hilarious Marcus Emerson books at the end of this book!Be sure to check out the
previews for these other hilarious Marcus Emerson books at the end of this book!So there I
was… holding a water balloon filled with onion-baked beans while a bunch of kids wearing
heavy robes watched to see what I was going to do next.My ankles felt weaker with every
second that ticked by.Hey, if there was a way to buff up my ankles, I’d sign up in a heartbeat, but
there’s not, so I can’t! Until I make a “6 Minute Ankles” workout video, I’ll just have to live with my
curse.“Earth to Brody!” Maddie said, super annoyed. “Get your head back in the game!”“Yeah,
dude!” the other Maddie said. “Quit spacing out!”Oh, right, there was also that –two different
Maddies were standing in front of me.If you think you’re confused, imagine how I felt.I shook my
head, looking back and forth between the two identical, blonde-haired girls with purple fabric
draped across their shoulders.There were only slight differences between them, like one of them
had a small mole on her cheekbone and the other didn’t, but I had no idea if the real Maddie had
a mole there or not!“Get on with it, Brody!” Maddie on the right commanded. “Time’s running out!
Most of the show choir’s on the stage right now, and if we don’t get out there, then those kids are
completely flooped!”“I know!” my voice cracked, making it obvious that I had no clue what to
do.“Soak her with the beans already!” the Maddie on the right continued.The Maddie on the left



made a face so angry that it scared me. “Don’t you dare do it! Soak her!” she said, tilting her
head at the other girl.“I swear to the ghost of James Buchanan himself,” Maddie on the right
said, “If you pitch that balloon of beans at me, you’ll regret it for the rest of your life.”That kind of
sounded like my Maddie.“Ditto!” Maddie on the left said.Ugh…“Will the real Maddie please step
forward?” I asked, half-jokingly.Both of the girls took one step forward, and they both had the
exact same “annoyed-to-play-this-game” look on their faces.I lifted the baked bean balloon,
darting my eyes between both of the blonde girls standing in front of me.“I’m the real Maddie!”
Maddie on the left said with a tremble. It almost sounded like she was going to start crying.
“Brody, listen to me. It’s me, your Maddie. Remember all the good times we’ve had? Remember
all the funny things we’ve said to each other?”“OMG,” Maddie on the right said. “Seriously, Brody,
I’m the real Maddie and this is really starting to get on my nerves! The fact that you can’t tell us
apart is a little disappointing!”Finally, I had an idea. I looked at the Maddie on the right, who was
clearly more upset than the other girl. “If you’re the real Maddie, then tell me – what was the first
thing you said to me when we met?”The girl clenched her fists as her face turned red. “Like I can
even remember something like that!” she said through her teeth, and then she turned the
question around on me. “What did you say to me when we first met?”I sighed, nodding.
“Touché.”The Maddie on the left took another step toward me. Her eyes sparkled with what
looked like tears. “Brody,” she said again, softly. “Please… please don’t do this. Don’t make a
mistake. Okay? We’ve come so far as friends… please… do the right thing.”“The right thing?” the
other Maddie said. “You mean by popping that balloon on me?”The Maddie on the left didn’t
break eye contact. She took another step in my direction, reaching her hands out for me to take.I
tried to back up, but the kids behind me kept me from moving in that direction. All this trouble
simply because I didn’t want Glitch to fall apart.“Please,” the Maddie closest to me pleaded
again, her eyes twinkling. “Give me that baked bean balloon.”And then, as if the planet
screeched to a stop, I knew exactly what I had to do. It was so obvious that I almost felt like a
noob…My name is Brody Valentine, and I’m a secret agent.That morning was probably one of
the best mornings I’d ever had at Buchanan School. The weather was a cool sixty-five degrees
with a strong breeze, which just happened to be my favorite weather because it meant students
got to wear sweat pants during gym class.I like that because sweats are totes cozy… and they
hide my skinny ankles.Classes for the entire first half of the day were void of any kind of
assignments. It was just movies and snacks for the sixth graders of Buchanan.The last half of
the day, all the sixth graders were gonna get bussed to the mall to watch the Buchanan School
show choir do their thing. The parents of the kids in show choir were also going to attend.The
reason was because our sixth grade show choir had recently won the city championships for
having the best performance out of all the other middle schools in the area.It wasn’t exactly a
state championship victory like the high schools get, but for us middle schoolers, it was kind of a
big deal. Well, to the middle schoolers in the show choir, it was. To the rest of the sixth grade
class at Buchanan, well, we were just happy to get a half-day. I can totally see why my dad gets
stoked about half-days at work.Honestly, I didn’t know we had a show choir until Principal Davis



announced their victory. I guess it’s kind of like a singing and dancing chorus group that
sometimes wears costumes.Even if I wanted to be in show choir, I’m not sure my parents would
shell out the cash for it. It’s like two hundred bucks a month because of all the travelling and food
expenses. That’s one thousand eight hundred dollars for the entire year!Yeah, pretty sure my
folks wouldn’t be into that.But it’s cool. Getting a half-day at the mall was good enough for me.It
was almost noon on Friday. Students were to grab some food from the cafeteria, eat their lunch,
and then gather outside to board the buses that were going to drive them to the mall.I was in the
lunch line trying to decide between a piece of pizza or a taco. If I took the pizza, I’d feel full until
dinner. If I took the taco, then I’d be happy, but still hungry… and also burp up tacos for the rest
of the day.Yuck, right? Pizza it was.I set the plate of pizza on my tray and began walking, but
stopped because of the small traffic jam. A girl at the front of the line was leaning against the
dessert table, holding a cell phone high over her head. She pressed her lips together and made
a weird kissy face before snapping a picture.After the photo, she pushed her cell phone back
into her purse, paid for her food, and disappeared into the cafeteria.I got to the cashier and
stared at the keypad so I could punch in my code for lunch. Our school was on an automated
system that didn’t require any cash for our food. Our parents sent the school a check and the
balance was added to our account. All students had to do was punch in their code and that paid
for their lunch.The school still had to put someone behind the register to keep things running
smoothly. That, and some students still paid with cash anyway. The boy in charge was wearing a
tag that said his name was Jesse, and to ask him about their tomatoes.It had only been a week
since the whole “horseshoe” incident with the Soda Jerk and Cob.There’s no need for me to go
too much into detail, but needless to say, Cob is no longer the head of Glitch.Glitch, for those
just joining our program, is the secret agency that recruited me awhile back. At first I thought it
was kind of a joke or just some kind of club that a bunch of bored kids created, but it turns out
the agency is legit, with more secrets than there are hairs on your head… unless you’re bald, in
which case… um, I’m sorry?And Cob was Glitch’s fearless leader, but after a couple of poorly
made decisions, he got booted from the agency. Basically, he tried to give everyone at
Buchanan head lice. I know, right? Not cool.He was a couple places behind me in line at that
moment, and he looked awful. At least as awful as a sixth grader could look. He used to look so
professional, but after losing his position in Glitch, he sorta just let himself go.His clothes looked
smudged and wrinkled, like he had picked them up off the floor of his garage after waking up.
His hair was a hot mess, unkept and greasy. And his glasses were fogged up and crooked on his
face.I couldn’t help but feel sorry for him, even though he tried to give me head lice.Farther
behind Cob was Christopher Moss, AKA Christmas.Christmas was the leader of the rival secret
agency in the school called Suckerpunch. This kid could be considered dangerous.He was what
was known as a “super sixth grader,” which meant that he was held back a year for some reason,
having to repeat the sixth grade. He used to be a member of Glitch, but was dropped when he
started his second year of sixth grade.Because of that, he created his own agency and proudly
bragged about how Suckerpunch only existed to wreak havoc and cause chaos at Buchanan. It



was his own way of getting back at the system.The first time I met Christmas, he offered me a
place in Suckerpunch. I’m proud to say that I politely declined.When I saw him in line, I looked
away before he noticed, hoping he wasn’t looking at me. There was just something about the kid
that got me all nervous inside. I don’t know – maybe I was just afraid of him.And then, sitting
somewhere above Glitch and Suckerpunch was something that Cob called the “powers that be.”
Being new to Glitch, I had no idea what he was talking about, but surprisingly, neither did anyone
else.“Anytime now,” Jesse said, bringing my head back down from the clouds.I glanced over my
shoulder at the other kids waiting impatiently with their lunch trays.“Um,” I said sheepishly.
“Sorry.” Then I tried to make conversation while punching my code into the number pad. “How
‘bout those tomatoes?” I asked.Jesse made a wonky face. “Why would you ask me a question
like that? Do I look like some sort of tomato expert?” he replied, pronouncing the word “tomato”
all weird, like “tah-mah-toe.” Who does that?I stumbled over my words. “Your button… the one on
your apron… it says to ask about your tomatoes.”Jesse glanced down at the button. “Oh, yeah,
that thing. I don’t know anything about our tomatoes. They make us wear these pins when it’s our
turn to volunteer for this stuff.”“Oh,” I said. I guess I wasn’t sure why I expected an actual
response about the tomatoes.The number pad blipped at me, letting me know my food had been
paid for. I picked up my tray, thanked the cashier, and headed out the door to the
cafeteria.Everyone was crazy loud when I stepped foot into the lunchroom, which wasn’t
surprising since we knew we were all going to the mall in less than twenty minutes. Giving kids a
half-day at school was a sure-fire way of getting them all jacked with way too much energy.I
pumped an unhealthy amount of ketchup next to my fries at the condiments table. The way I see
it, there are two types of kids in this world – those who put ketchup next to their fries, and those
who put ketchup on top of their fries.After pumping out about a cup and a half of ketchup, I spun
around and eyeballed the rest of the room, hoping to find a spot with my friends from
Glitch.Before I joined the secret agency, I always sat with Linus, the new leader of the agency.
That was back when I didn’t know anything about Glitch or Suckerpunch or Christmas – back
when things were boring and normal. There was a big part of me that missed those days.Back
then, Linus and I would just sit in the cafeteria and argue about which comic book artist was
better, or share secrets about leveling up faster in whatever video game we were absorbed in at
the time.We don’t spend much time talking like that anymore.After scanning the room like some
sort of robot from outer space, I couldn’t find any of my friends anywhere. And this was after I
made a couple laps around the outside edge of the cafeteria. I’m sure other kids were starting to
notice that I was just walking with my food instead of eating it. If I didn’t take a seat soon,
someone would say something to me for sure.Too bad there weren’t any completely empty
tables. I had to resort to sitting at the end of a table that had some extra room. The other end was
filled with all the cool girls in school. And not just the kind of cool girls, but the super duper
popular ones. The ones who were cheerleaders and clothing models and somehow had
amazing singing voices.One of the girls sitting on the table top leaned back and stared at me.
My presence somehow affected the air around her and she was annoyed.She shot me a quick



smirk, and then leaned forward again, rejoining the conversation her friends were having. Maybe
she wasn’t annoyed after all.I was so caught up with the cool girl that I didn’t even notice the
other girl who had taken a seat right across from me. It was like she materialized out of thin air,
like some kind of creepy spirit ninja or something.It was K-pop, and I was totes relieved to see
her there.K-pop was another member of Glitch who I had only met a week ago. She was trendy,
cute, and had this kind of awesome energy to her that made her, like… electric or something.Her
headphones were hanging on her neck, but still playing her favorite Korean pop music loudly
enough that anyone within three feet could hear it. That was why her nickname was K-pop –
because she was obsessed with Korean pop music.Whenever K-pop was around, I felt a little
shy. I don’t know if it’s because I’m intimidated by her confidence or the way she smiled at
me.“Heyyyyyyy, girrrrrrl,” I said. Yeah. My dumb brain made that come out of my mouth.K-pop’s
eyes narrowed at me, like she was trying to understand a game I wasn’t playing. “Heyyyy….
boyyyyyy?” she said slowly, raising the pitch of her voice at the end so it sounded like she was
asking a question.“Sorry,” I said, stuffing a handful of fries into my mouth, hoping that a mouth
full of fried potato sticks would distract me from saying anything else stupid. “What’s the haps?” I
asked.“Bad things,” K-pop said, leaning closer.I looked over my shoulder at the rest of the sixth
graders making loud noises behind me. “What kind of bad things?”When she didn’t answer, I
looked back… and she was gone.But not creepy-gone this time. She had just gotten up and was
walking to the doors at the side of the cafeteria.On the table in front of me was a small slip of
paper folded in half.Sliding my hand across the cold table, I held my thumb down on the corner
of the paper, and pushed the other side open with my first finger.All it said was, “Backstage.
Now.”I folded the note back up and brought it closer to me. Half of me was worried about what K-
pop wanted me backstage for, but the other half of me was excited and hopeful.You see, since
Cob left Glitch, the agency basically fell apart. Glitch has helped me learn a lot about myself, and
it was beginning to feel like home. The other agents actually felt like part of my family.Linus is a
nice guy, but it was Maddie that really helped me become a better agent. And to be honest,
she’s cool enough in school that she doesn’t need new friends. It’s because of Glitch that
Maddie even spoke to me in the first place.And now that the agency was barely holding on by a
string, I was beginning to worry that the friends I made there would go off and do their own thing,
leaving me all alone.The note K-pop had delivered told me to go backstage. The only stage that
Buchanan School had was at the front of the cafeteria, so it wasn’t like my walk took that
long.After tossing my food in the garbage, I snuck off to the side of the lunchroom to where the
entrance of the stage was. The huge velvet curtain was shut so nobody could see what was
happening behind it.When I rounded the corner and got to the side of the stage, I could see four
other kids standing around a small foldout table arguing about something. The only light was
from a small lamp on the table pointing down and bathing everything in a soft yellow glow.K-pop
was already there with her arms crossed.A boy named Janky was standing next to her, nodding
his head and jabbing his thumb in the air in her direction.Janky and K-pop were best friends, and
he was the newest member of Glitch, even though he said he didn’t want to be a part of it



originally. Guess he changed his mind, but you won’t hear me complain – it means I’m no longer
the noob on the team!Linus, the new leader of Glitch, was moving his hands around like he was
trying to make a point. I couldn’t hear what he was saying, but I could tell he wasn’t happy about
it.And then Maddie was the last behind the table. She was standing with her hands on her hips
staring out into space, listening to everything that Linus said, like she was soaking it in. She also
looked pretty upset.Maddie was one of my newest best friends. She was there on the first day I
had been involved in anything that had to do with Glitch, and she had stuck beside me in every
case I fumbled with. She was really the only reason I had gotten through any of it.She was the
kind of girl who really knew what she was doing, even when she didn’t. Maddie doesn’t wait
around and hope for things to blow over – she takes action and fixes those things instead of
doing nothing.Plus she was super cute and I might or might not have a crush on her.Maddie was
the first to notice me at the side of the dark stage. My heart warmed when we made eye contact,
and I tossed out a smile.“Good of you to finally join us,” Maddie said, annoyed and not smiling.I
guess her heart wasn’t in the same place as mine.“I only got a note, like, a minute ago,” I said,
setting K-pop’s slip of paper on the table that everyone stood around.The only other thing on the
table was Linus’s cell phone.“I texted you,” Maddie huffed.“No, you didn’t,” I said, pulling my
phone from my front pocket. “My phone never—” I stopped talking when I saw that I had fifteen
unread texts between Maddie and Linus. “Whoops.”“That’s fine,” Linus said strongly,
straightening his back. “At least you’re here now. We have a bit of a situation.”“K-pop told me,” I
said, and then added, “Well, she didn’t tell me the situation. She just told me that there was a
situation. Or something bad or whatever. What’s going on?”So there I was… holding a water
balloon filled with onion-baked beans while a bunch of kids wearing heavy robes watched to see
what I was going to do next.My ankles felt weaker with every second that ticked by.Hey, if there
was a way to buff up my ankles, I’d sign up in a heartbeat, but there’s not, so I can’t! Until I make
a “6 Minute Ankles” workout video, I’ll just have to live with my curse.“Earth to Brody!” Maddie
said, super annoyed. “Get your head back in the game!”“Yeah, dude!” the other Maddie said.
“Quit spacing out!”Oh, right, there was also that –two different Maddies were standing in front of
me.If you think you’re confused, imagine how I felt.I shook my head, looking back and forth
between the two identical, blonde-haired girls with purple fabric draped across their
shoulders.There were only slight differences between them, like one of them had a small mole
on her cheekbone and the other didn’t, but I had no idea if the real Maddie had a mole there or
not!“Get on with it, Brody!” Maddie on the right commanded. “Time’s running out! Most of the
show choir’s on the stage right now, and if we don’t get out there, then those kids are completely
flooped!”“I know!” my voice cracked, making it obvious that I had no clue what to do.“Soak her
with the beans already!” the Maddie on the right continued.The Maddie on the left made a face
so angry that it scared me. “Don’t you dare do it! Soak her!” she said, tilting her head at the other
girl.“I swear to the ghost of James Buchanan himself,” Maddie on the right said, “If you pitch that
balloon of beans at me, you’ll regret it for the rest of your life.”That kind of sounded like my
Maddie.“Ditto!” Maddie on the left said.Ugh…“Will the real Maddie please step forward?” I



asked, half-jokingly.Both of the girls took one step forward, and they both had the exact same
“annoyed-to-play-this-game” look on their faces.I lifted the baked bean balloon, darting my eyes
between both of the blonde girls standing in front of me.“I’m the real Maddie!” Maddie on the left
said with a tremble. It almost sounded like she was going to start crying. “Brody, listen to me. It’s
me, your Maddie. Remember all the good times we’ve had? Remember all the funny things
we’ve said to each other?”“OMG,” Maddie on the right said. “Seriously, Brody, I’m the real
Maddie and this is really starting to get on my nerves! The fact that you can’t tell us apart is a
little disappointing!”Finally, I had an idea. I looked at the Maddie on the right, who was clearly
more upset than the other girl. “If you’re the real Maddie, then tell me – what was the first thing
you said to me when we met?”The girl clenched her fists as her face turned red. “Like I can even
remember something like that!” she said through her teeth, and then she turned the question
around on me. “What did you say to me when we first met?”I sighed, nodding. “Touché.”The
Maddie on the left took another step toward me. Her eyes sparkled with what looked like tears.
“Brody,” she said again, softly. “Please… please don’t do this. Don’t make a mistake. Okay?
We’ve come so far as friends… please… do the right thing.”“The right thing?” the other Maddie
said. “You mean by popping that balloon on me?”The Maddie on the left didn’t break eye
contact. She took another step in my direction, reaching her hands out for me to take.I tried to
back up, but the kids behind me kept me from moving in that direction. All this trouble simply
because I didn’t want Glitch to fall apart.“Please,” the Maddie closest to me pleaded again, her
eyes twinkling. “Give me that baked bean balloon.”And then, as if the planet screeched to a stop,
I knew exactly what I had to do. It was so obvious that I almost felt like a noob…My name is
Brody Valentine, and I’m a secret agent.That morning was probably one of the best mornings I’d
ever had at Buchanan School. The weather was a cool sixty-five degrees with a strong breeze,
which just happened to be my favorite weather because it meant students got to wear sweat
pants during gym class.I like that because sweats are totes cozy… and they hide my skinny
ankles.Classes for the entire first half of the day were void of any kind of assignments. It was just
movies and snacks for the sixth graders of Buchanan.The last half of the day, all the sixth
graders were gonna get bussed to the mall to watch the Buchanan School show choir do their
thing. The parents of the kids in show choir were also going to attend.The reason was because
our sixth grade show choir had recently won the city championships for having the best
performance out of all the other middle schools in the area.It wasn’t exactly a state
championship victory like the high schools get, but for us middle schoolers, it was kind of a big
deal. Well, to the middle schoolers in the show choir, it was. To the rest of the sixth grade class at
Buchanan, well, we were just happy to get a half-day. I can totally see why my dad gets stoked
about half-days at work.Honestly, I didn’t know we had a show choir until Principal Davis
announced their victory. I guess it’s kind of like a singing and dancing chorus group that
sometimes wears costumes.Even if I wanted to be in show choir, I’m not sure my parents would
shell out the cash for it. It’s like two hundred bucks a month because of all the travelling and food
expenses. That’s one thousand eight hundred dollars for the entire year!Yeah, pretty sure my



folks wouldn’t be into that.But it’s cool. Getting a half-day at the mall was good enough for me.It
was almost noon on Friday. Students were to grab some food from the cafeteria, eat their lunch,
and then gather outside to board the buses that were going to drive them to the mall.I was in the
lunch line trying to decide between a piece of pizza or a taco. If I took the pizza, I’d feel full until
dinner. If I took the taco, then I’d be happy, but still hungry… and also burp up tacos for the rest
of the day.Yuck, right? Pizza it was.I set the plate of pizza on my tray and began walking, but
stopped because of the small traffic jam. A girl at the front of the line was leaning against the
dessert table, holding a cell phone high over her head. She pressed her lips together and made
a weird kissy face before snapping a picture.After the photo, she pushed her cell phone back
into her purse, paid for her food, and disappeared into the cafeteria.I got to the cashier and
stared at the keypad so I could punch in my code for lunch. Our school was on an automated
system that didn’t require any cash for our food. Our parents sent the school a check and the
balance was added to our account. All students had to do was punch in their code and that paid
for their lunch.The school still had to put someone behind the register to keep things running
smoothly. That, and some students still paid with cash anyway. The boy in charge was wearing a
tag that said his name was Jesse, and to ask him about their tomatoes.It had only been a week
since the whole “horseshoe” incident with the Soda Jerk and Cob.There’s no need for me to go
too much into detail, but needless to say, Cob is no longer the head of Glitch.Glitch, for those
just joining our program, is the secret agency that recruited me awhile back. At first I thought it
was kind of a joke or just some kind of club that a bunch of bored kids created, but it turns out
the agency is legit, with more secrets than there are hairs on your head… unless you’re bald, in
which case… um, I’m sorry?And Cob was Glitch’s fearless leader, but after a couple of poorly
made decisions, he got booted from the agency. Basically, he tried to give everyone at
Buchanan head lice. I know, right? Not cool.He was a couple places behind me in line at that
moment, and he looked awful. At least as awful as a sixth grader could look. He used to look so
professional, but after losing his position in Glitch, he sorta just let himself go.His clothes looked
smudged and wrinkled, like he had picked them up off the floor of his garage after waking up.
His hair was a hot mess, unkept and greasy. And his glasses were fogged up and crooked on his
face.I couldn’t help but feel sorry for him, even though he tried to give me head lice.Farther
behind Cob was Christopher Moss, AKA Christmas.Christmas was the leader of the rival secret
agency in the school called Suckerpunch. This kid could be considered dangerous.He was what
was known as a “super sixth grader,” which meant that he was held back a year for some reason,
having to repeat the sixth grade. He used to be a member of Glitch, but was dropped when he
started his second year of sixth grade.Because of that, he created his own agency and proudly
bragged about how Suckerpunch only existed to wreak havoc and cause chaos at Buchanan. It
was his own way of getting back at the system.The first time I met Christmas, he offered me a
place in Suckerpunch. I’m proud to say that I politely declined.When I saw him in line, I looked
away before he noticed, hoping he wasn’t looking at me. There was just something about the kid
that got me all nervous inside. I don’t know – maybe I was just afraid of him.And then, sitting



somewhere above Glitch and Suckerpunch was something that Cob called the “powers that be.”
Being new to Glitch, I had no idea what he was talking about, but surprisingly, neither did anyone
else.“Anytime now,” Jesse said, bringing my head back down from the clouds.I glanced over my
shoulder at the other kids waiting impatiently with their lunch trays.“Um,” I said sheepishly.
“Sorry.” Then I tried to make conversation while punching my code into the number pad. “How
‘bout those tomatoes?” I asked.Jesse made a wonky face. “Why would you ask me a question
like that? Do I look like some sort of tomato expert?” he replied, pronouncing the word “tomato”
all weird, like “tah-mah-toe.” Who does that?I stumbled over my words. “Your button… the one on
your apron… it says to ask about your tomatoes.”Jesse glanced down at the button. “Oh, yeah,
that thing. I don’t know anything about our tomatoes. They make us wear these pins when it’s our
turn to volunteer for this stuff.”“Oh,” I said. I guess I wasn’t sure why I expected an actual
response about the tomatoes.The number pad blipped at me, letting me know my food had been
paid for. I picked up my tray, thanked the cashier, and headed out the door to the
cafeteria.Everyone was crazy loud when I stepped foot into the lunchroom, which wasn’t
surprising since we knew we were all going to the mall in less than twenty minutes. Giving kids a
half-day at school was a sure-fire way of getting them all jacked with way too much energy.I
pumped an unhealthy amount of ketchup next to my fries at the condiments table. The way I see
it, there are two types of kids in this world – those who put ketchup next to their fries, and those
who put ketchup on top of their fries.After pumping out about a cup and a half of ketchup, I spun
around and eyeballed the rest of the room, hoping to find a spot with my friends from
Glitch.Before I joined the secret agency, I always sat with Linus, the new leader of the agency.
That was back when I didn’t know anything about Glitch or Suckerpunch or Christmas – back
when things were boring and normal. There was a big part of me that missed those days.Back
then, Linus and I would just sit in the cafeteria and argue about which comic book artist was
better, or share secrets about leveling up faster in whatever video game we were absorbed in at
the time.We don’t spend much time talking like that anymore.After scanning the room like some
sort of robot from outer space, I couldn’t find any of my friends anywhere. And this was after I
made a couple laps around the outside edge of the cafeteria. I’m sure other kids were starting to
notice that I was just walking with my food instead of eating it. If I didn’t take a seat soon,
someone would say something to me for sure.Too bad there weren’t any completely empty
tables. I had to resort to sitting at the end of a table that had some extra room. The other end was
filled with all the cool girls in school. And not just the kind of cool girls, but the super duper
popular ones. The ones who were cheerleaders and clothing models and somehow had
amazing singing voices.One of the girls sitting on the table top leaned back and stared at me.
My presence somehow affected the air around her and she was annoyed.She shot me a quick
smirk, and then leaned forward again, rejoining the conversation her friends were having. Maybe
she wasn’t annoyed after all.I was so caught up with the cool girl that I didn’t even notice the
other girl who had taken a seat right across from me. It was like she materialized out of thin air,
like some kind of creepy spirit ninja or something.It was K-pop, and I was totes relieved to see



her there.K-pop was another member of Glitch who I had only met a week ago. She was trendy,
cute, and had this kind of awesome energy to her that made her, like… electric or something.Her
headphones were hanging on her neck, but still playing her favorite Korean pop music loudly
enough that anyone within three feet could hear it. That was why her nickname was K-pop –
because she was obsessed with Korean pop music.Whenever K-pop was around, I felt a little
shy. I don’t know if it’s because I’m intimidated by her confidence or the way she smiled at
me.“Heyyyyyyy, girrrrrrl,” I said. Yeah. My dumb brain made that come out of my mouth.K-pop’s
eyes narrowed at me, like she was trying to understand a game I wasn’t playing. “Heyyyy….
boyyyyyy?” she said slowly, raising the pitch of her voice at the end so it sounded like she was
asking a question.“Sorry,” I said, stuffing a handful of fries into my mouth, hoping that a mouth
full of fried potato sticks would distract me from saying anything else stupid. “What’s the haps?” I
asked.“Bad things,” K-pop said, leaning closer.I looked over my shoulder at the rest of the sixth
graders making loud noises behind me. “What kind of bad things?”When she didn’t answer, I
looked back… and she was gone.But not creepy-gone this time. She had just gotten up and was
walking to the doors at the side of the cafeteria.On the table in front of me was a small slip of
paper folded in half.Sliding my hand across the cold table, I held my thumb down on the corner
of the paper, and pushed the other side open with my first finger.All it said was, “Backstage.
Now.”I folded the note back up and brought it closer to me. Half of me was worried about what K-
pop wanted me backstage for, but the other half of me was excited and hopeful.You see, since
Cob left Glitch, the agency basically fell apart. Glitch has helped me learn a lot about myself, and
it was beginning to feel like home. The other agents actually felt like part of my family.Linus is a
nice guy, but it was Maddie that really helped me become a better agent. And to be honest,
she’s cool enough in school that she doesn’t need new friends. It’s because of Glitch that
Maddie even spoke to me in the first place.And now that the agency was barely holding on by a
string, I was beginning to worry that the friends I made there would go off and do their own thing,
leaving me all alone.The note K-pop had delivered told me to go backstage. The only stage that
Buchanan School had was at the front of the cafeteria, so it wasn’t like my walk took that
long.After tossing my food in the garbage, I snuck off to the side of the lunchroom to where the
entrance of the stage was. The huge velvet curtain was shut so nobody could see what was
happening behind it.When I rounded the corner and got to the side of the stage, I could see four
other kids standing around a small foldout table arguing about something. The only light was
from a small lamp on the table pointing down and bathing everything in a soft yellow glow.K-pop
was already there with her arms crossed.A boy named Janky was standing next to her, nodding
his head and jabbing his thumb in the air in her direction.Janky and K-pop were best friends, and
he was the newest member of Glitch, even though he said he didn’t want to be a part of it
originally. Guess he changed his mind, but you won’t hear me complain – it means I’m no longer
the noob on the team!Linus, the new leader of Glitch, was moving his hands around like he was
trying to make a point. I couldn’t hear what he was saying, but I could tell he wasn’t happy about
it.And then Maddie was the last behind the table. She was standing with her hands on her hips



staring out into space, listening to everything that Linus said, like she was soaking it in. She also
looked pretty upset.Maddie was one of my newest best friends. She was there on the first day I
had been involved in anything that had to do with Glitch, and she had stuck beside me in every
case I fumbled with. She was really the only reason I had gotten through any of it.She was the
kind of girl who really knew what she was doing, even when she didn’t. Maddie doesn’t wait
around and hope for things to blow over – she takes action and fixes those things instead of
doing nothing.Plus she was super cute and I might or might not have a crush on her.Maddie was
the first to notice me at the side of the dark stage. My heart warmed when we made eye contact,
and I tossed out a smile.“Good of you to finally join us,” Maddie said, annoyed and not smiling.I
guess her heart wasn’t in the same place as mine.“I only got a note, like, a minute ago,” I said,
setting K-pop’s slip of paper on the table that everyone stood around.The only other thing on the
table was Linus’s cell phone.“I texted you,” Maddie huffed.“No, you didn’t,” I said, pulling my
phone from my front pocket. “My phone never—” I stopped talking when I saw that I had fifteen
unread texts between Maddie and Linus. “Whoops.”“That’s fine,” Linus said strongly,
straightening his back. “At least you’re here now. We have a bit of a situation.”“K-pop told me,” I
said, and then added, “Well, she didn’t tell me the situation. She just told me that there was a
situation. Or something bad or whatever. What’s going on?”
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Mally, “Awesome!!. My child could not put down this series, so great to see him excited to read!”

A. Kresnak, “Valentine has done it again. So I'm probably biased, but I loved this book. Brody is
great as always, and Christmas does not disappoint.In addition to the usual spy stuff, we also
get:- Character development on the part of some minor characters from last book (K-Pop, Janky,
Linus)- A hilarious Linus scene (sorry, I won't spoil it!)- Chase. Yeah, Chase Cooper the sixth-
grade ninja himself. I love these scenes when he and Brody interact.- A whole new setting -- as
the summary says, Buchanan school is at the mall.Con's:- I suppose someone else might get
bored or frustrated with how much running around Brody and Maddie do before they solve the
case. Of course that's pretty much the formula for the series, so if you read books 1-3 you'll know
how much you can tolerate.- Both series have an anti-bullying message, and it's kind of... well,
not subtle. I don't mind because it's not as stereotyped or heavy as these morals usually are, but
in case anyone was wondering...All in all, I'd recommend both this book and the series in
general.”

Tubby, “Great series for kids that like Wimpy Kid series. I was trying to find books that would
interest my son and this series of books was great. He read through them in a flash.”

K Petrie, “Great stories. My son loves the series and is hoping to read all 11. As soon as they
arrive he starts reading.”

pat.99, “Good series for ages 8-11. My son really likes them. Pretty quick read.. My son really
likes these Secret Agent 6th Grader books. He is 9 years old but a fairly advanced reader. I
would say that these are a good step up (reading level wise) from the Magic Treehouse and A to
Z Mysteries books, and not as advanced as Diary of a Wimpy Kid. So I'd say they are good for
ages 8-11.A similar series that is also good is  Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja.”

Bella Penderman, “Can’t get enough of these books. My son is 10 years old and an avid reader.
He burned through these books and wishes more would come. I’ve bought more from the same
author and he just LOVES his books. I hear him laughing out loud all the time.”

Unknown, “great author. loves the books”

Happy Ebook Library Reader, “Good book. Good book, thank you. Can't wait to read the next
one!The 6th grade ninja series was great too!I really enjoyed this series”

abhi, “Brody …just…wow……you are like a …pro…agent. Brody always manages to catch the
villain with the help of K- Pop , Maddie , Linus , Jake and the rest of the Glitch.Brody is like a pro



agent and supercool.This book proves it.This book has a lot of twists , investigation and also had
a scenario where there were two Maddies.I just can't wait to read the next book in the series.The
fans are going crazy and I am too going crazy please release Secret Agent Sixth Grader 5
ASAP.I also have an idea.So there is a crazy price for people who have the most gold and keep it
in a machine .Soon all the gold starts disappearing and Brody tries to solve the case with Glitch.I
hope you take this suggestion but even if no it is still ok.I love this book.”

Rbec, “Ok. Exciting to read”

Connor j, “Best book ever. I love this book I recommend this for anyone at any age it’s amazing
it’s got non stop action. The best”

The book by Marcus Emerson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 533 people have provided feedback.
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